
Name Gender Age Occupation Impression Quotes Verdict

Ashley Female 20/30
Something

Leasing
Consultant

Wondered what it was for;
then had the premise

explained to her

"It would be
really

functional," "It
looks easy,"

"There are three
ways to search"

Approved

Officer M.D. Smith Male 40 Something Police Officer

Didn't seem to understand
what it was for; then had
the premise explained to

him.  Noted that you could
search using author /

book / whatever with the
search bar.

"It looks fine," "It
would be viewed
on a computer
site," "easy to

use"

Approved

Roberto Hernandez Male 19
High School

Student /
Restaurant Host

Gave it to him with
information that I was
designing a webpage.

Compared it to an Internet
library for a university.

Noted the banner image
uses lots of books.

Seemed to like that.  Likes
that the lefthand sidebar is
separated by subject so if
you're looking for a certain

kind of book, you look
there.  Likes separate

pages rather than having
all books listed on one
page and suggested a

limit on how many books
are on each page. Said

there should be number of
pages for "top books."

"It looks simple
to use, not

complicated."
"Easy to use."

Approved.
Suggested the
"home" page of

the Faculty
Bookshelf have
"top books" or
"most viewed."

This prompted a
secondary

design to have a
"featured book"

area.

Vepsey Rivas Female 18
High School

Student /
Restaurant Host

Noted that it's a website,
but wasn't sure what it

was without an
introduction to the page's

layout and purpose
afterwards. Said you

could find books using the
search bar or subject

sidebar text.

"I actually really
like this."  "The
way you have
this, it's really
organized."

Approved
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Tina Female 20 Something
Nursing Student

/ Restaurant
Server

Informed of premise of
design of webpage after
she was a little confused

during her 5-second
glance. Liked idea of
collage cover image.

Compared design of page
to something like a library.

When asked how she'd
find a book on "British

theory," for example, she
said she'd look it up using

the Subject sidebar.

"I like it."  "It lays
it out easily." Approved

Anthony Male 25 Restaurant
Server

Told this was a web
design sketch. Said he'd
use the search bar to find
a book and wouldn't need

help to do so since it
seemed like an easy

design to user.

"Looks pretty
simple, plain." Approved


